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 Name:  Ashley Judd 
 Date:  Apr 19, 1968 
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Here are the elements of your birth chart or horoscope calculated for the moment you 
were born. The horoscope provides a permanent record of what surrounded life at its 
beginning. It is the blueprint from which the following interpretations are read. 

 
Planet Sign Position House House 
Sun Aries 29°Ar49' 09th 01  09°Le49' 
Moon Aquarius 00°Aq02' 06th 02  02°Vi35' 
Mercury Aries 24°Ar06' 09th 03  29°Vi44' 
Venus Aries 13°Ar27' 09th 04  01°Sc54' 
Mars Taurus 16°Ta39' 10th 05  06°Sg43' 
Jupiter Leo 25°Le50' 01st 06  10°Cp00' 
Saturn Aries 17°Ar13' 09th 07  09°Aq49' 
Uranus Virgo 25°Vi51' 02nd 08  02°Pi35' 
Neptune Scorpio 25°Sc51' 04th 09  29°Pi44' 
Pluto Virgo 20°Vi36' 02nd 10  01°Ta54' 
Midheaven Taurus 01°Ta54' 11  06°Ge43' 
Ascendant Leo 09°Le49' 12  10°Ca00' 
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Introduction 

 

 
Grant Lewi (1902 - 1951) is a legendary figure among twentieth century astrologers. He 
was a writer and editor for the two largest astrological magazines of the time. His two 
books, Heaven Knows What and Astrology for the Millions, were the first astrological 
books to become best sellers and even today, over fifty years later, they remain among 
the best introductions to the subject of astrology. 

The astrological interpretations found in Heaven Knows What and Astrology for the 
Millions were unique, fresh, and simple. Llewellyn George, the prominent astrologer of 
the time, remarked that Lewi's interpretations must be intuitive because they were unlike 
any that had been written before him. Today these interpretations remain energetic and 
forceful and, though some references are now dated, Lewi's text still  provides some of 
the clearest insights found anywhere in the literature of astrology. 

Lewi was determined to make astrology more accessible to the average person, but 
while popularizing the subject he never watered it down or reduced it to the level found 
in "sun sign" astrology. Writing before computers were available, he made his books 
function as the computer, providing the reader with tables to generate their own charts or 
horoscopes and then linking his interpretations to the information found there. Lewi 
would have made good use of the computer, so much in his books seem to anticipate 
them. In his writing he tried to emulate the interpretation process by using a computerless 
version of artificial intelligence: the meaning of a planet in a sign doesn't stand alone but 
is modified by the other aspects found in your chart. Many of his comments depend on a 
combination of factors and for this reason you will sometimes find that he has something 
different to say about an aspect in your chart than he does for the same aspect in your 
friend's chart.  

This report calculates your chart for you and then collects all of Lewi's comments 
strictly according to the astrological factors found there. The text contained here is valid 
even for those who don't know their time of birth - Lewi focused on those factors that are 
in effect throughout the birthday. The only exception to this is the case of the Moon 
which can move between 12 and 14 degrees in a day, so if the positions were calculated 
for noon then the Moon could be as much as 6 or 7 degrees different and possibly even 
change signs. If you don't know your time and the texts that involve the Moon seem 
unlikely, you may wish to compare reports done for the beginning and the end of the day. 

At all times, Lewi’s aim has been to show how astrology can be used as an aid in 
living a more satisfying and fulfilling life. Astrology offers indications and pointers - and 



sometimes insights - to situations that you find in life. It doesn’t tell you what to do about 
them, but if it offers you a better understanding of the situation, then you are in a better 
position to decide for yourself what to do. To quote Grant Lewi: 

"It is not limitations that eats out the heart, but inaction, the knowledge of powers not 
used, the sense of having failed to develop to the utmost. The overcoming of fate is not the 
overcoming of limitations: that is impossible. It is the exercise of free will, the assertion 
of the full self, expanding to its utmost with the tools at hand, in the circumstances that 
are set. Astrology, through the interpretation of the horoscope, assists men to the 
achievement of their maximum by indicating to them the lines along which their will may 
be most progressively applied, the goals to be sought, and the individual means by which 
each one may arrive at the outermost boundaries of his world." 



 
 
 

 
Horoscope of Birth 

 

 
Your horoscope of birth is the blueprint of your personality and character as indicated by 
the position of the Sun, the Moon and the eight planets on the date of your birth. This 
section is devoted to each of these members of the solar system. 

The planets are the antennae and arms of the horoscope, of which the body and soul 
are the Sun and Moon. No planet will ever cause you to act counter to the testimony of 
the Sun and Moon in their combined influence on you. Remember this when you proceed 
with the following readings. All planetary vibration must be considered in light of the 
basic solar-lunar readings, for these are your character, your basic nature, which the 
planets will help or hinder but cannot materially change.  

According to the sign position of your Sun, one planet will be more important than 
the others and should probably be read first. Your Sun is in Aries and your dominant 
planet is Mars. Not only the action of this ruling planet will be very important in your 
life, but also the attribute over which it rules. Thus Gemini, ruled by Mercury, lives a 
great deal in the senses; Libra, ruled by Venus, responds most readily to emotional 
stimuli; and so on. Study your ruler carefully.  

Remember in all planetary readings that they work within the pattern of your solar-
lunar nature; never against it. The synthesis of your horoscope from the following series 
of paragraphs to a working unit depends on your keeping this in mind, which will enable 
you to weld all the readings into a unified and significant whole. 

 
 

Sun in Aries and Moon in Aquarius 

(You belong to the positive or executive group.) 

Your interest in people pays large dividends, whether it takes the form of dealing with 
people in business, in public life or in the remoter forms of public contact. You are highly 
social and magnetic, and likely in some way or other to be well paid for anything you 
undertake that depends on your popularity with, or purchasing power of, the masses. 
You'd make a good salesman, either of merchandise, of yourself, or of any ideas you may 
have. You give a great impression of being interested in what goes on around you at the 
same time that you don't lose sight of the main chance. This combination of assets makes 
it possible for you to analyze situations pretty accurately where either people or business 
matters are concerned. 



Very little grass grows under your feet. Your life moves at a rapid pace. You're 
romantic, courageous, and adventurous; large ventures appeal to you. You have little use 
for the trifling or the picayune. You probably have had the advantages of a good family 
background and the education that goes with it, for a certain aristocracy of breeding is 
denoted by this position, of which you know how to take advantage. 

Democratic notions are not marked, for you are an extreme individualist, believing in 
yourself, and those in your financial and social strata; and despite your success in dealing 
with people, you have no particular faith in them. Politically, you are more likely to be a 
reactionary than a liberal. Economically, you believe in capitalism and its perquisites - 
for the very sufficient reason that this system has in all probability been very good to you. 
Realizing, however, that success in any system derives from the masses, you are able to 
conceal your inner feeling that most people are sheep or worse, and to make the most of 
public and private opportunity. 

You are not wanting in self-esteem and it's likely that your good opinion of yourself, 
your ideas, and your mode of life contributes to your lack of sympathy with those who 
think differently, or pursue different modes of life, or dwell on a lower economic scale. 
You go with the right people, live in the right part of town, belong to the right clubs, and 
send your children to the right schools. Intellectually you are sound and thorough; 
emotionally you are romantic and highly idealistic, ardent, but probably not impulsive.  

This is a good position for material success and well-being, and also for some degree 
of public recognition, either in political, business, or intellectual pursuits. 

 
 

Sun 

The Sun indicates the appearance you will present before the world and the 
psychological bias which will dominate your actions. What you seem, and why, are told 
in the reading for your Sun. In many ways the Sun is the dominant force in your 
horoscope and in your life. Other influences, especially that of the Moon, may modify the 
Sun's influence, but nothing will cause you to depart very far from the basic solar pattern. 
For this reason a whole literature and a whole business have grown up around Sun-sign 
astrology; and many people exist who think there is nothing more to the horoscope than 
knowing what "sign you were born in" and what the Sun in that sign means. This is a 
mistake, as you will discover when you have read the influence of the other bodies. But 
throughout your reading, keep in mind always the basic influence of the Sun, and 
remember that all other influences must be interpreted in terms of it, especially in so far 
as other influences play a visible role in your life. You may think, dream, imagine, hope 
to be a thousand things, according to your Moon and your other planets, but the Sun is 
what you are, and to be your best self in terms of your Sun is to cause your energies to 
work along the path in which they will have maximum help from planetary vibrations. 

 
Sun in Aries 

"Here lies Thomas Jefferson, author of the Declaration 
of Independence, of the Statute of Virginia for religious 



Liberty, and founder of the University of Virginia." 

Self-written epitaph of Thomas Jefferson, 
 born in Aries, April 13, 1743. 

 

Aries' great independence is a symptom of vitality and physical energy and becomes 
intellectualized later in life, if at all. The highest type of Arian becomes capable of 
idealizing and universalizing his love of independence, which has its source in 
egocentricity. The first ambition of the Arian is to be first. He is an inveterate contestant, 
a professional competitor. His object is not so much the material stake as the glory of 
winning. He will never boast about coming in second; the also-rans he beats impress him 
less than the one fellow who beats him and thus steals his rightful place at the head of the 
procession. 

Literally as well as figuratively this first-ness shows. Your Arian walks one step 
ahead of his companions, goes through doors first, has the first word (and often the last) 
in any argument. He loves arguments, not as a means of arriving at truth so much as a 
means of demonstrating that he can come out in front. He often wins by sheer noise and 
vitality - that is, he makes the other fellow cry uncle. Aries is frequently original in his 
efforts to be first, and, when not original, is sure to be novel. Any Arian who doesn't 
understand the difference between originality and novelty should study the two words till 
he does. When an Arian is original he is a pioneer, an inventor, a great thinker. When he 
is only novel, he is putting first his ego ideal to be first and neglecting to make his ideas 
sound and his methods practical. He thus loses the benefit of his energy, his genius and 
his ambition. All the bugaboos of the ego beset the Arian, and he must beware of self-
centeredness. This can make him arrogant, conceited, self-pitying, self-assertive, and in 
the face of opposition or restraint can lead to delusions of persecution in mild or acute 
form. To forget self, to become absorbed in mental matters, to put ideas first, and to make 
sure that originality (or novelties) rest on a sound basis of fact, to see the other fellow's 
point of view, and to regard the other fellow's needs, wishes, desires just as seriously as 
his own are the means by which Aries may emphasize his great good points, and insure 
that his desire to be first shall actually cause him to be first. 

Following are the aspects to your Sun. In a general way, the trines and sextiles to your 
Sun make ease, contentment, happiness, luck; while squares and oppositions give you 
energy, drive, success, ambition. Conjunctions bring both energy and luck, and are 
translatable in terms of whether the Sun receives squares or trines, along with the 
conjunction. Similarly, squares and trines to the Sun together bring success through work 
and perseverance, and luck develops in proportion to the work done and the effort 
extended.  

 
 

Sun Conjunct Mercury     Orb: 05°42' 

You have a sound mentality. along whatever lines you work you are fundamentally 
sane. Men and women with this aspect have an assurance against serious or permanent 



mental difficulties which will carry them through a whole lot of stress and bring them out 
the right side. You have fixed opinions though you are not stubborn. You are 
argumentative and contentious - and hard to deal with in an argument. You don't get the 
other fellow's viewpoint too well, and you aren't interested in talking his language. You 
are studious and sound in your intellectual work, but this position does not in itself make 
for creative ability. This will make for perseverance - the ability to add the ninety-nine 
percent of perspiration to genius's one percent of inspiration. 

 
Sun Trine Jupiter     Orb: 03°58' 

The qualities of luck, energy, magnanimity, and good spirits here are pronounced. 
You have lots of vitality and optimism, together with a broad, tolerant, philosophic 
viewpoint - a sort of hail-fellow-well-met person making friends readily and generally 
keeping them. This is an excellent position for business. With your Jupiter trine Saturn 
you find a successful career of considerable scope and influence. In a professional or 
artistic career this insures financial return. No poet with this aspect ever starved in a 
garret, or anywhere else, for that matter. You spend freely and convivially, and your 
abundant vitality makes it possible for you to keep going for a long time. 

 
 

Moon 

While the Sun's position by sign determines what motives and urges dominate your 
life as it meets the naked eye, the sign position of the Moon tells the desire of your heart 
which may or may not be expressed or realized in your life. When you "know what you 
mean but you can't say it," it is your Moon that knows it and your Sun that can't say it. 
"Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears" are the thoughts of your Moon's nature. 
The wordless ecstasy, the mute sorrow, the secret dream, the esoteric picture of yourself 
that you can't get across to the world, or which the world doesn't comprehend or value - 
these are the products of the Moon in your horoscope. When you are misunderstood, it is 
your Moon nature, expressed imperfectly through the Sun sign, that you feel is betrayed. 
When you know what you ought to do, but can't find the right way to do it, it is your 
Moon that knows and your Sun that refuses to react in harmony. Also, when you "don't 
know why I said that," it was your Moon expressing despite your Sun (if you are innerly 
satisfied with the involuntary speech), or the Sun expressing against the will of the Moon 
(if you are displeased with what has slipped out). Things you know without thought - 
intuitions, hunches, instincts - are the products of the Moon. Modes of expression that 
you feel are truly your deepest self belong to the Moon: art, letters, creative work of any 
kind; sometimes love; sometimes business. Whatever you feel is most deeply yourself, 
whether or not you are able to do anything about it in the outer world, is the product of 
your Moon and of the sign your Moon occupies at birth. 

 
Moon in Aquarius 

You'd like to be a force for social good, and will strive in whatever sphere you move 
to live up to this ideal of yourself. Whatever errors you make are likely to be forgiven 
because people know you mean well. They may tire after a while of good intentions gone 



wrong; but you'll be given another chance where less whole-souled mortals are 
condemned or laughed off. You are a poet of life, rather than a philosopher: you feel 
instinctively the needs of human beings and that they must be satisfied. You may be a 
social theorist, but more likely you are just a social worker, as a humane avocation and 
hobby, if not as a profession. In helping others, you satisfy your deepest inner needs; and 
thus you don't even care if you are imposed on: that money has been misused is less 
important to you than that your heart was in the right place. In fulfilling this image of 
yourself as "friend of all the world" you can become a great force for good, and in 
whatever circle you move you will be sure to make your influence felt in behalf of a 
humane understanding of human needs and human relations. Outside of charity itself, 
your understanding extends to social life, to make you charming, gracious, lively. To 
make the world a better and happier place is your path to satisfying your picture of 
yourself - and a pleasant path it is, as anyone knows who shares it with you. 

Following are the aspects to your Moon. Look to the trines and sextiles to give you 
charm and clear-thinking; and to the squares and oppositions to provide you with 
concentration and driving force. 

 
 

Moon Square Sun     Orb: 00°13' 

 The square aspect between the sun and Moon energizes the mentality giving drive, 
force, and quickness to the mind, and tends to objectify the desires (unless Sun is in Aries 
and Moon in Libra, Sun in Pisces and Moon in Virgo). It adds quickness and perceptive 
power to whatever other intellectual gifts are indicated, and warns of letting the mind run 
ahead of the body and exhaust it. Frequently this indicates some difficulty between the 
parents around the time of your birth— personal or financial tension in the family or in 
the family environment. An environmental or hereditary bias is set up giving one of those 
psychological quirks which makes for success. Rapid mental development follows, and 
success through ability to objectify and depersonalize your life by mental processes. 

 
Moon Square Mercury     Orb: 05°55' 

You are talkative, expressive, witty. You may not have a trained mind, but this 
doesn't keep you from occupying yourself with mental pursuits, either as a hobby or as a 
mode of gaining a livelihood. What you lack in persistence you make up in glibness and 
facility. Only in extraordinary instances will this accompany the artistically creative 
ability of the poet or dramatist; but it will lead you into some writing or speaking 
occupation - secretarial, advertising, public speaking such as radio, salesmanship, etc. - 
anything where wit, cleverness, and knowing all the answers is an asset. You have a 
tendency to talk too much. You are not logical and have to make a conscious and serious 
effort to keep to the main track of the discussion. Mental training is what you need - strict 
schooling, which likely as not you ran away from when you were very young. You are 
likely to skim over the surface of things mental and get by on your wits rather than by 
intense application. But with your cleverness, wit, and adaptability you will get by! 

 
Moon Trine Uranus     Orb: 04°11' 



There are dash and vitality here, preceding from an alert, quick mind, eager for 
knowledge, absorptive, and magnetic. You are able to see all sides of any question, from 
the other fellow's viewpoint as well as from your own; this makes you tolerant and 
intelligent, a good listener, a fair opponent in a detached intellectual encounter. You are 
capable of a good deal of mental objectivity; large ideas appeal to you, and you can think 
abstractly. Artistic and intellectual matters interest you, as well as social and political 
ideas and theories; but on these matters there is so much tolerance that you have 
difficulty making a firm stand for your opinions, and unless some other aspect shows 
decisiveness, this may be a debating-society position, under which things are talked out 
and mulled over and few decisions arrived at. Learn to see all sides, and then choose one 
and stick to it, and remember that too much tolerance and understanding of the other 
fellow's opinions amounts to having none of your own. You have advanced ideas, in 
theory, and may talk like a radical straight from Moscow; but you are little likely to put 
these into practice in your own life. This is one of the positions of the Parlor Pink, who 
talks a good revolution but doesn't get around to doing very much about it. 

 
Moon Sextile Neptune     Orb: 04°11' 

Charm and grace of manner and speech mark you - a certain fluency to your 
movements and manner of expression attract attention. You are rather a striking 
personality, in a quiet and unassuming way. You have a keen sense of other people's 
feelings and wishes. You put two and two together instinctively and thus are able to draw 
conclusions that are lost on less intuitive souls. Beauty in all forms has a strange effect 
upon you, and conversely discord, strife, and loud noises throw you off. You will give 
your all for peace and quiet, and for this reason frequently go off by yourself for periods 
of repose and relaxation, far from the madding crowd. If there are any artistic or creative 
indications in the horoscope, this will assist them greatly, although by itself it gives the 
appreciative, receptive artistic qualities. You are a lover of music and really require it, 
finding comfort and relaxation in the rhythm, tone, and color of what you hear. Your 
sense perceptions are all acute. and sights, sounds, odors, colors, and the feel of things 
give you a curious sensuous satisfaction. You should cultivate objectivity, and 
detachment from your private aesthetic world, which pleasant though it is can interfere 
with realistic problems. 

 
Moon Trine Pluto     Orb: 09°26' 

Quality, not quantity, is the hallmark of your emotional make-up. You like having a 
few close friends rather than spreading your feelings and loyalties thinly over a wide 
variety of people. You are apt to be fair in your judgments of others, evaluating inner 
qualities rather than superficial traits. Warmth, loyalty and devotion mark your emotional 
reactions. You are protective of loved ones without smothering them. 

 
 

Mercury 

Mercury is the sense-impression antennae of your horoscope. His position by sign 
indicates your reactions to sights, sounds, odors, tastes and touch impressions, affording a 



key to the attitude you have toward the physical world around you. Mercury is the 
messenger through which your physical body and brain (the Sun) and your inner nature 
(the Moon) are kept in contact with the outer world, which will appear to you according 
to the index of Mercury's position by sign in the horoscope. 

 
Mercury in Aries 

Your reaction to sense impressions is keen and alert. You detect smells, sounds, 
sights and tastes acutely and are very much alive to what you do or don't like in the world 
of sense impressions. Your sense of touch is not as alert as the others, though you are 
capable of training this sense if one of the others is served by it. Thus you can develop 
the sensitive fingers of a musician (violinist or pianist), making your touch serve hearing; 
or the robust hands of a sculptor, to make touch serve sight. Your reaction to sense 
impressions is personal; you interpret what you sense in the light of your ego, and are a 
scientific observer only if your total ego development is along these lines. Generally you 
will be impressed by, and remember, what serves your purposes, let the chips fall where 
they may. Sound is very important to you and you should strive to live only emit 
harmonious and agreeable sounds. Cultivate the habit of listening to music, for sound 
penetrates directly to your ego centers, and if it is harmonious, serves to harmonize your 
whole nature. 

 
Mercury Trine Jupiter     Orb: 01°44' 

You have had a fine education, and a trained mind makes life easy. You are just, 
honorable, and somewhat proud of your mental achievements. You are anxious to 
impress people with your knowledge and very sure of yourself. This doesn't necessarily 
make you accurate and a tendency to elaborate tinges your giving out of information, 
though not in a way to make you untruthful, You philosophize a good deal, thinking in 
general rather than specific terms, and may be hard to pin down to details. You are 
judicial - this may accompany downright Puritanism and in any case contributes to the 
puritanical side of your nature. You incline to the professions, your mental bent being 
somewhat more philosophic and academic than the bent that normally leads to business. 
If by any chance you get into business, your ability to see things in the large will 
contribute to your advancement, and your integrity will be appreciated and rewarded. 
Keep your feet on the ground, for an inclination to go into generalities can destroy your 
business sense. 

 
Mercury Conjunct Saturn     Orb: 06°54' 

You have a deep, precise, and above all serious mental outlook, ranging from the 
profound to the melancholy but never frivolous or light. Knowledge is sacred to you. The 
Law is the Law. You stick by the Code as you understand it. You have a very lofty mind, 
capable of the heights of idealism, and the profundities of philosophy. You are an 
impressive speaker and logician, whether you're fighting on the side of the angels or 
against them. A certain power and authority, amounting almost to pompousness, attaches 
to your manner of speech. You don't merely say things, you state them; and this has its 
effect on your listeners, who will have to have strong wills not to fall in line with your 



subtle reasoning. You can outguess most people, and, being suspicious, are rarely fooled. 
You have it in you to bamboozle the world. Nobody is ever going to sell you any gold 
bricks or phony oil stock. 

 
 

Venus 

Venus is the emotional antenna of your horoscope. Through Venus, impressions 
come to you from the outer world because of which you feel and react emotionally. The 
position of Venus by sign at the time of your birth gives the key to your attitude toward 
these emotional experiences. As Mercury is the messenger linking sense impressions 
(sight, smell, etc.) to the basic nature of your Sun and Moon, so Venus is the messenger 
linking emotional impressions. Venus is in the same sign with your Sun; emotions gain 
importance in your life, having a direct bearing on your actions and generally causing 
you to put your best foot forward. Venus is in the same sign with Mercury, emotion 
impressions and sense impressions work together; you tend to idealize the world of the 
senses and to sensualize the world of the emotions, to interpret emotionally what you see 
and hear, and perhaps through this to become proficient in one of the arts.  

 
Venus in Aries 

 Your reaction to emotional stimuli is highly personal. You will do anything for 
someone you love, and little for anyone or any group that has not won your personal 
affection. Love, sympathy, human kindness are all related to yourself; you are therefore 
not a great humanitarian, nor especially interested in group social problems. But you may 
be much interested in society - that is, social gatherings, social position, social graces. 
You are warm and even ardent when you feel you are loved, but can also be touchy with 
friends and easily offended. This is a somewhat narrowing position for Venus, and with it 
you should make a conscious effort to find sympathy and understanding for people whom 
you don't love and who never will love you. By universalizing the Venusian vibrations 
you broaden your whole nature, widen your interests and give greatest scope to your 
abundant emotional vitality, which benefits you in direct proportion to the number of 
individuals whose problems you are able to take to your heart. 

 
Venus Conjunct Saturn     Orb: 03°46' 

You have an extremely complex emotional nature subject to dejection, depression of 
spirits, and discontent arising from emotional causes. This usually goes back to your 
childhood, and the cold or unsympathetic treatment of you by one or both parents which 
has tended to warp your emotional nature. You are sensitive and have been hurt much too 
easily, so that you have withdrawn into yourself and give the appearance of being 
detached and a little hard - which of course you are not. You have a somewhat sacrificial 
attitude toward love matters, believing that pain and suffering are the lot of those who 
love; and a liberal dose of self-pity generally accompanies this position. Your emotional 
troubles arise not only from the unkindness of others, but also from your somewhat 
suspicious attitude toward those who love you, which irritates and angers them and in the 
end may cause them to act toward you in just the manner you don't wish - a sort of "that 



which I have feared hath come upon me" condition. It is true that you have been imposed 
on in the past, but you must not judge all men or women by the few people who have 
disappointed you, and you should cultivate trust in those you love. You are extremely 
loyal - in fact, loyalty is a god to you. You will stick to someone long after you have 
ceased to love each other. Divorce is rare with this position, not because you are happy 
but because you are conventional and have a grim determination to bear all in silence 
rather than go through the "ignominy" of the courts. There is a tendency to marry beneath 
your station, either socially or intellectually, or to marry someone for purposes of reform 
- which isn't likely to work at all. This position frequently accompanies hereditary wealth, 
which may be lost. It is a somewhat good business position and in an executive type of 
horoscope makes for hard-headedness. This position usually makes it necessary for you 
to be careful of money at some time or other, and the more careful you are early in life, 
the less likely you are to have to be careful later. It behooves you to deal with extreme 
caution in all business matters, which have a way of turning on you suddenly and creating 
unexpected situations that have to be coped with, with great discernment. 

 
 

Mars 

Mars is the energy principle in the horoscope. His position by sign indicates the 
channels into which energy will naturally flow, and the uses to which energy will most 
easily be directed. It is the planet through which the activities of the Sun and the desires 
of the Moon express in action - through which your body and your mind react to the 
sense impressions of Mercury and the emotional impressions of Venus.  

 
Mars in Taurus 

You work most naturally along lines related to security, and are your best self only 
when this is assured. Worry over money throws you off balance: you need to be able to 
take for granted at least the essential comforts of life, and can get to demand a good deal 
more on the luxury side. You may get, have, spend and lose much property in your 
lifetime; conservatism in finances is not well marked, and you have to learn it by sheer 
force of strength. In a deep sense you relate security to emotional as well as financial 
matters, are ardent and stable in love, require (and generally get) plenty of sex 
satisfaction. Yet in this, as in money, your energies can run away into prodigality and 
excesses. You are "set in your ways," know how you want to do things, and generally 
manage to do them that way. You are not exactly aggressive in your search for 
independence; you don't make a big fuss about it, but you get what you want. Your motto 
is, "I don't want to fight; just let's do it my way," and with or without the consent of the 
governed, you generally prevail. You are a master of the art of passive aggression and 
passive resistance; whether your habits are right or wrong, good or bad, constructive or 
destructive, you keep plowing along in the same furrow, and those who would oppose 
you generally stand to one side or get mowed down. Love and finances alike can fall 
before you, and your constant aim in life should be to stand aside from your own desires, 
your own intuition, and the things you take for granted, in order that you may judge 
objectively the value of your fixation and your effort. 



 
Mars Square Jupiter     Orb: 09°11' 

You are a gambler and you gamble in large sums - no penny ante for you. But 
gambles are dangerous, and in the end you'll win less than you lose. In both financial and 
other matters you don't know when you've bad enough. Enthusiasm and high vitality 
carry you optimistically onward till your luck vanishes and you're back behind the 
starting line again. This makes you a partner to be looked out for in business matters for 
you'll ride a willing horse to death.... You have to learn moderation in all things. Control 
and direction of your energies and enthusiasms is what you chiefly need, for your 
capabilities and vision are great .  

In a woman's horoscope this shows difficulties through men. Employers don't benefit 
you despite your capabilities, and men are likely as not to cause you losses or difficulties. 
If you are not extravagant yourself, then your men-folks are. Emotionally, this is a 
somewhat hectic position inclining to an extravagance and daring of emotions similar to 
the financial and business extravagance and daring. 

 
Mars Trine Uranus     Orb: 09°12' 

You are inventive and mechanically inclined. Electricity, railroads, steel, iron, metals, 
and mechanics of all sorts are the natural media in which you work, and your highly 
original turn of mind will find new uses and combinations in connection with all these 
things. On the purely intellectual side, you are critical and analytical - cold, detached, and 
impersonal rather than emotional. You love speed and will drive a car, run an airplane or 
a speed boat at breakneck pace. You are a gambler with safety as well as with finances 
and ideas and will stake your all on a scheme or a plan the success of which you are 
convinced. 

 
Mars Opposite Neptune     Orb: 09°12' 

This aspect accompanies spiritual thought and spiritual leadership and is found in the 
executives of the Church and of spiritual and occult organizations as well as occasionally 
among great military leaders who have an unusually magnetic personal hold over their 
men. It gives you a spiritual insight into the affairs of earth, and a practical viewpoint 
about ideas of heaven. You are conscious of the two worlds which are not separate 
entities to you but related and integrated parts of the same whole. Thus, in strong 
executive horoscopes, this spiritual-practical approach gives your personality the ring of 
authenticity and divine right. You speak "not as the Scribes and Pharisees, but as one 
having authority," and you somewhat overawe those who come in contact with you. 
Whatever possibilities your horoscope shows, this will lend subtle but powerful force to it 
and give you a grip on the minds and hearts of men that is invaluable. 

 
Mars Trine Pluto     Orb: 03°57' 

You work like a detective or researcher, taking an idea or project and pursuing it until 
your understanding has penetrated to its core. You may not react quickly and there are 
times when you don't act at all; what is important to you is effectiveness and efficiency. If 



anyone can find the shortest distance between two points, it is you. This isn't an index of 
laziness; it is a measure of your desire not to waste time, energy or resources. 

 
 

Jupiter 

Jupiter is the feeler you have out in the world for opportunity. Through it the chances 
of a lifetime are passed along for consideration according to the basic nature of Sun and 
Moon. Jupiter's sign position indicates the places in which you will look for opportunity, 
the uses to which you wish to put it, and the capacity you have to react to and profit by it. 
Jupiter is ordinarily, and erroneously, called the Planet of Luck. It is "luck" in so far as it 
is the index of opportunity; but your luck depends less on what comes to you (Jupiter) 
than on what you do with it (the total personality). Opportunity appeals to you along lines 
laid down by your Jupiter.  

 
Jupiter in Leo 

Opportunity appeals to you most when it includes a chance to exhibit your special 
virtues and abilities. No obscure job for you, no matter how much money there is in it. 
You'll pass it up in favor of the worse-paid job that gives more publicity. You can be a 
prodigious worker for little pay if you think you're appreciated - and you'll sulk and loaf 
if you aren't. The stage lures you; if you don't actually become a professional actor, you'll 
make a stage of your life and act upon it to win approval for the traits that are most 
important to you. Financial matters come second, unless you happen to relate self-
justification to money, in which case you become a prodigious earner and spender. When 
you save money at all, it is to spend it later along ego-satisfying lines. You will always 
see the main chance on a road to a high hill on which you can stand triumphant for all to 
see, and will exert yourself best when you are best satisfied with the effect you are 
making on others. 

 
Jupiter Trine Saturn     Orb: 08°38' 

You have in this aspect the best possible insurance against want and poverty for no 
matter how bad things may be, you always seem to get what you need. When everyone 
else is broke you can fish a dollar out of acme place. In a similar way, when you're broke, 
someone or some thing will come to your rescue. Even in an otherwise weak horoscope 
this aspect is so strong that it takes the edge from the worst cuts of life, holding up your 
head and your fortunes, and giving you, in varying degrees, dignity and security which by 
careful and conservative expenditures you can make into wealth. You are an excellent 
manager of funds and can stretch a dollar to the limit without being penurious or petty. 
You simply know how to get your money's worth, and, being utterly fair and honorable, 
are just as willing to give fair value when you're on the selling end. You won't fleece 
others, and you won't be fleeced yourself. You can deal with large numbers of people 
and, having an eminent sense of justice in abstract as well as practical matters, you make 
a fine judge, minister, social worker, or executive. Whether you are prominent and 
powerful or quiet and reserved, your character wins you respect and a certain prestige and 
authority in whatever sphere you move. This is an aspect of maturity and may not be felt 



before the thirtieth year in any except the security sense. Under it you will develop 
steadily and forcefully as you grow older and in middle and later life feel the stability that 
you derive from these two most powerful of the planets. 

 
Jupiter Square Neptune     Orb: 00°00' 

You are a good deal of a visionary, idealistic in matters of philosophy and religion, 
with a kind of nebulous and unsound approach to abstract matters. You are capable of 
believing in things that never were on land or sea. A strata of mysticism underlies your 
thinking, a mist of unreality gets between your eyes and the outer world. Concrete 
evidence should be your constant aim, and you should forget the Pauline definition of 
faith as "the evidence of things unseen," for you are all too prone to believe and must 
cultivate skepticism. In material and personal matters this makes you pretty gullible, and, 
unless other indications show a marked degree of suspicion and shrewdness, this will get 
you into trouble and cause losses. Even with the most practical of indications you will 
have periodic fits of playing hunches or inspirations that will be costly. Stay away from 
seances, spiritualism, abstract philosophy, and religion, and pin your thinking, your 
emotions, and your business strictly down to earth. 

 
 

Saturn 

Saturn indicates the direction that will be taken in life by the self-preservative 
principle which, in its highest manifestation, ceases to be purely defensive and becomes 
ambitious and aspirational. Your defense, or attack, against the world is shown by the 
sign position of Saturn in the horoscope of birth. With Saturn in the same sign as Sun, 
defense predominates, and there is danger of introversion. The further Saturn is from Sun, 
Moon and Ascendant, the better for objectivity and extroversion. Saturn is in the same 
sign with your Mercury, you have profound and serious reaction to sense impressions; 
this position generally accompanies a deep and efficient mind. Saturn is in the same sign 
with your Venus, your defensive attitude toward emotional experience makes for 
apparent coolness in low, and difficulty through the emotions and human relations; you 
are conservative in finance, and generally "lucky-in-cards-unlucky-in-love".  

 
Saturn in Aries 

Your defense mechanism is directed toward self-defense and self-justification. The 
problems of living constitute to you a direct frontal attack of the world on your own 
personality, and the vindication of this steals the show from concerns of material progress 
and security. In its worst form this makes for narrowness, self-centeredness, touchiness, 
up to and including delusions of persecution. All the forces of your nature unite to defend 
the ego, which imagines itself badly used and needful of the maximum protection. From 
this can arise an almost unbelievable capacity to misunderstand others and a sort of chip-
on-the-shoulder attitude which defies others to understand you. Carried upward and 
onward and broadened into spheres of usefulness, this makes you deeply desirous of self-
betterment, capable of long, arduous mental work by which you succeed in making 
yourself the sort of person who will not require defending, but whose genuine traits will 



be the best defense against the world's attack. Not usually accompanied by introspection 
in any marked degree, this position, developed on its best side, makes you an aware, alert, 
profound personality. You eliminate the need for defending yourself by becoming an 
effective person when you have learned what every good general knows: that the best 
defense is an attack - and when you have marshaled your forces to attack life, instead of 
following your natural inclination to draw them around in a bristling ring of defiance. 

 
Uranus 

Uranus in a general way relates to the neuro-mentality, creative originality or 
individuality, and his position by sign in the horoscope tells the direction along which 
you will seek to express your most characteristic self in creative and original effort.  

 
Uranus in Virgo 

Your originality is most likely to assert itself along lines of organization, routine, or 
social welfare. If you work along your most characteristic lines, it will be to make some 
contribution to social or business systems. You can be an efficiency expert in the service 
of capitalist industry and make your genius valuable along that line. Or your desire to 
serve may take a broader and more humanitarian form, and you may become a leader of 
social thought, applying your systematic genius to large problems of labor and social 
welfare. Your most characteristic expression will be found in connection with work, its 
methods and its efficiency; or in connection with social service and progress. You are 
more likely than not to be on the side of social change aiming at division of labor and the 
general good of society, and probably feel at home with the changes and even turbulence. 

 
Uranus Sextile Neptune     Orb: 00°00' 

This aspect occurs very seldom and when it does, amounts to a world condition and 
requires rather special factors in the individual horoscopes to make it show forth. In 
general, it is a supporting aspect of material benefit, helping to improve a good horoscope 
and lending some support even to a bad one. It inclines to a practical interest in the 
occult. It sharpens the perceptions. You have an inventive and unconventional nature. 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt is representative of the race of giants which this aspect is 
capable of producing.  

 
Uranus Conjunct Pluto     Orb: 05°15' 

You will bring about important changes in your immediate surroundings or in the 
world at large. Depending on other aspects within the horoscope, this revolutionary spirit 
will either bring good to more people or will hurl them into turmoil. You can be difficult 
to live with, because your convictions are so strong that you don't like to listen to the 
opinions and advice of others. 

 
Neptune 

Neptune relates to the deepest wells of the subconscious, inherited mentality and 
spirituality, indicating what you take deeply for granted in life.  



 
Neptune in Scorpio 

The people and nations of the world are aware of the awesome, death-dealing 
possibilities of nuclear war. Atomic-powered submarines in the depths of the seas play 
their role in the struggle for power. Those born under this influence want to plumb the 
secrets of the Universe. The mystery of life and death is theirs to fathom. They are 
enthralled by occult studies, chemistry, invention. Neptune in this position intensifies the 
emotional nature. There is a tendency to be secretive and mystical. Gain through 
inheritance is possible, as well as financial ties with others; partnership, and marriage. 
There is a great possibility of possessing marked extra-sensory perception. Caution must 
be exercised regarding drugs and strong beverages, and dabbling in spiritualism. The sex 
instincts must be channeled in the right direction since the craving for sensation is very 
strong. You have recuperative powers and a desire for reforms. 

 
Neptune Sextile Pluto     Orb: 05°15' 

The ideas that were instilled in you by your parents, church and society will undergo 
changes throughout your life until your religious and philosophical views are distinctly 
your own. This type of creative adaptability makes you able to forgo selfish concerns and 
direct your efforts toward the betterment of all. Artistic and/or psychic talents are 
possible. 

 
 

Pluto 

Pluto relates to the ability to let go of things, to get rid of irrelevant prejudices and 
outdated habit patterns. It relates to subconscious feelings, inner urges and repressed 
emotions. A strong Pluto gives the ability to see the hidden side of life, and thus bestows 
power on the native - power which can be used for good or ill.  

 
Pluto in Virgo 

Your ability to bring order out of chaos is your strongest talent, and it allows you to 
find ultimate meaning in conditions and ideas which others consider hopeless. Your 
approach is initially intellectual - your curiosity spurs you on to gain as much knowledge 
as possible - but your main concern is the application of this knowledge. Ideas have value 
only insofar as they can be used to improve the quality of life. Your forte is the 
development of a concept, its practical application and its assimilation into everyday 
affairs. 

 



 
 
 

 
Current Transits 

 

 
The current transits are calculated exactly for the date shown. Lewi wrote text only for 
the aspects that he considered to be the most significant and only those are shown in this 
report. The dates shown only represent the times when the aspect is exact; its influence is 
felt for weeks, months, and sometimes even years around this time. A planet will often 
make the same aspect several times in one year before it leaves that area of the zodiac 
and moves on. This is due to the planet appearing to go backward or retrograde for a 
period of time and crossing and recrossing the aspect point. When this happens the effect 
of the aspect can be spread out over a considerable time and in this report the aspect and 
text will be printed for each time it becomes exact, although this series of aspects 
represents only one pass through this phase of its cycle. Remember that each transiting 
aspect is part of its over-all cycle and indicates a change of direction as well as an event. 
The cycle for a planet is the time it takes that planet to travel the entire 360° of the 
zodiac, beginning at the point where the planet is found at birth (the conjunction point), 
moving to the 90° point which Lewi calls the "lower square", then moving to the 
opposition or 180° point. Then it begins to move back towards the starting point, at the 
270° point, or 90° away from the starting point, the planet is at its "upper square", and 
then it returns to the conjunction point where a new cycle is begun. Lewi will 
occasionally refer to these points in his text by name. In general all transits, whether of a 
planet to its own place or of one planet to another, mark cycles of  growth beginning at 
the conjunction point, growing through the first square, fully grown at the opposition 
point, beginning to recede at the second or upper square, and finally starting a new cycle 
as it reaches the conjunction point again.  

How long any aspect will be in effect is determined by the speed of the planet making 
the aspect (the first planet , i.e. Mars in Mars Opposite Sun). One Mars cycle is about two 
or two and one-half years and so a Mars aspect will last about 20 to 30 days. Jupiter takes 
about 12 years for its cycle and so its aspects could last around 4 months, while Saturn 
with a 29 year cycle will last 9 months or even more if it turns retrograde. Uranus, 
Neptune, and Pluto are all long range aspects and usually represent a time of 2 or more 
years. While Saturn and the outer planets indicate long range influences in your life, Mars 
aspects will identify important months and Jupiter will identify important years. Not 
every occurrence of these will be of striking importance. But within a larger Saturn cycle 
or Uranus period of great importance, these briefer influences will be found to act as the 
second or minute hand of the clock of destiny, as Saturn, or Uranus, or both, act as the 
hour hand. 

 



Aug 7, 2003  -  Jupiter Conjunct Jupiter 

This transit marks a twelve-year cycle and a period in which important plans and 
ideas are revised. It may indicate big new steps, like marriage, business partnership, 
independent or cooperative ventures that have long-term implications. Note especially the 
occurrences at the twenty-fourth and thirty-sixth years, which frequently indicate the 
conclusion of one sort of life and the beginning of another. Opportunity accumulates, and 
your response to it is at its most characteristic; thus the development here suits you down 
to the ground. The present time calls for self-control since the existence of welcome 
opportunity is no guarantee that you will handle it right. The knock of opportunity is at 
the door - but you have to open the door and concentrate on entering the guest, for the 
benefits that come without effort go just as effortlessly if you don't hold onto them. Note 
the nearby Saturn transit and make it your guide to action in order to develop the 
opportunity of Jupiter. 

 
Nov 29, 2003  -  Mars Opposite Pluto 

 This transit represents a strong alliance of similar energies. A sense of mystery 
pervades otherwise mundane events. Agressiveness peaks. Care should be taken to secure 
your holding, protect your possessions and yourself, for this transit includes some 
vulnerability to the principle of redistribution. You might be knocked off your throne for 
no apparent reason. You could emerge from this period thinking the universe is a 
quixotic, capricious place, or you could take events as keynotes of respect for structure 
and self-care.  

Sexual energy will be high. You could find yourself surrounded by irresistible people, 
and the tendency is to think that the veil between you and them is much thinner than it 
really is. Take time to treat people respectfully. Take this opportunity to de-objectify your 
world view and adopt a more service-oriented demeanor. Depending on how successfully 
you have mastered life's trials, this could be a time of "icing on the cake". Just make sure 
the recipients of your "death blows" are the nasty loitering ghosts in your own psyche, 
not the people on the street whom these ghosts resemble. 

 
Dec 8, 2003  -  Mars Opposite Uranus 

This transit is not usually important except as a marker of temperament and minor 
strife. But at one of these periods some major break due to temperament - some sudden 
shift in the pace and direction of the life - is likely to occur. The individuality is suddenly 
awakened to broader horizons, greater worlds to conquer, and determined to shake off the 
shackles of restraint. In undisciplined persons this will mark periodic temperament, rages, 
rebellion and strife; also accidents and setbacks due to lack of nervous coordination. In 
normally disciplined individuals all but one or two of these periods should be 
comparatively inconspicuous. But the one or two may be memorable and probably 
nothing to be proud of. 

 
Jan 7, 2004  -  Mars Conjunct Venus 

Heightened emotions make romance, which is favored if you keep it within the 



bounds of reason and convention. Impulsive acts, with or without a future, are frequently 
found in these recurrent periods. Glamour surrounds your approach to life; you are 
susceptible to the opposite sex and they to you. This transit frequently indicates the time 
of marriage within the period of a longer transit that favors it. If the era of romance is 
past, this indicates an active and on the whole satisfactory social period; business 
progress; extravagance with money; a sudden urge to go places and do things - and 
perhaps a chafing at the marital bit which should not be taken too seriously. Energies 
work through emotions and passions, which in turn work overtime and should be gently 
disciplined though not entirely submerged. Often, for obvious reasons, this transit 
indicates the conception of children, especially if it occurs while Mars is conjunct your 
sun or conjunct your Mars. 

 
Jan 13, 2004  -  Mars Conjunct Saturn 

This is a good time to slow down and if you don't do so voluntarily, you may be 
forced to do so by a cold or some other type of illness. Do your duties quietly and solidify 
the existing position in which you find yourself. Superiors need kid-glove handling; you 
may feel hampered and restrained in your work; your energies may be forced into a yoke 
that chafes. Be philosophical about taking what comes; passivity and acceptance rather 
than activity and aggression serve you best. You build good, substantial foundations, 
despite limitations; or else you kick over the traces and probably regret it later. You may 
experience colds, low vitality, fatigue, nerves, or your system may become run down. 
Take a rest cure if you can. If you stay well, those around you may be ill, increasing your 
responsibilities. 

 
Jan 24, 2004  -  Mars Conjunct Mercury 

Sharp wits help if you use them right, hinder if you get smart-alecky with them. Snap 
judgments, quick speech, sharp retorts and anger make trouble. On the other hand, keen 
perceptions give you the edge on others; you express yourself readily and to good effect 
if you keep emotions and personalities out. Sensory perceptions and powers of 
observation are increased. Creative powers mount; rapidity of mental processes enables 
you to do more than usual. Mental fatigue can result; budget time for relaxation and 
sleep. Any tendency to insomnia is emphasized; also to temperament, temper and self-
will. This is a good time to sell, bad time to buy. Business is active, judgment shrewd. 
Sign no papers, don't commit yourself permanently; the picture changes too rapidly. 
Avoid strife, especially over trifles. Distrust intuitions; put deep trust in hard work and 
pure reason. 

 
Feb 2, 2004  -  Mars Conjunct Sun 

The new starts of your Mars conjunct Mars are helped greatly with this aspect; your 
energies work smoothly, starting with this aspect and gaining momentum as Mars conjuct 
Mars on Feb 29, 2004 is reached.  

Your danger at this time is temperament, temper, a tendency to feel your own 
importance too strongly and to get into trouble because of it. Also, unless you have the 



endurance of an ox, you will tire yourself as Mars transits your Sun, and fatigue is likely 
to lead to strife, breaks and separations. Translate your energies to work, activity, 
detached application to a job or task; and don't get touchy or allow personal reactions to 
interfere with efficiency. This can be a romantic period; your magnetism is high, and you 
are likely to get what you want if you moderate your demands and use more persuasion 
and less insistence than you want to. Intuitions can go wrong, and you need the balance 
of strict mental discipline to bring out the best of your energies. However, it is an 
excellent time to go after what you want, and marks periods of important decisions and 
moves.  

 
Feb 3, 2004  -  Mars Square Moon 

Fatigue leads to strife, so relax. There may be illness and you may lose your grip on 
things. Refuse to take yourself too seriously. Go to bed and rest instead of brooding; 
you'll avoid strife and trouble thereby. Force no issues. Energy may find its expression in 
some glamorous romance which may or may not be important, depending on other long-
range transits in force at the same time with this. 

 
Feb 29, 2004  -  Mars Conjunct Mars 

This is a period when new starts should be made, new plans put into execution, new 
ideas promoted. Energies work along their most characteristic line and can be utilized to 
excellent advantage. Control natural impulses if you have any that get you into trouble, 
because now is the time when you are "being yourself" and it is your business to be your 
best self, not your worst. You are starting a two year cycle and should establish the line 
you want to continue on for the next twenty four months. Seek new contacts, new 
avenues of self-expression, new channels into which to direct talents and energies. 
Beware lest anger and temper - letting go because you're feeling your oats - interfere with 
your best development. In your life check-up you will find that these recurrent two year 
periods marked with great consistency periods of important decisions, developments, 
activity and changes. 

 
Mar 14, 2004  -  Mars Square Jupiter 

This will generally not amount to much, but periods of loss through risks or gambles 
or through over-enthusiasm or bad business judgment are frequently marked by it. The 
outlook is too enthusiastic to let sober reason dominate; but this generally brings nothing 
but minor extravagance. This transit might mark some major material setback due to a 
combination of bad judgment and bad luck. 

 
Apr 22, 2004  -  Mars Square Pluto 

This transit represents a strong alliance of similar energies. A sense of mystery 
pervades otherwise mundane events. Agressiveness peaks. Care should be taken to secure 
your holding, protect your possessions and yourself, for this transit includes some 
vulnerability to the principle of redistribution. You might be knocked off your throne for 
no apparent reason. You could emerge from this period thinking the universe is a 



quixotic, capricious place, or you could take events as keynotes of respect for structure 
and self-care.  

Sexual energy will be high. You could find yourself surrounded by irresistible people, 
and the tendency is to think that the veil between you and them is much thinner than it 
really is. Take time to treat people respectfully. Take this opportunity to de-objectify your 
world view and adopt a more service-oriented demeanor. Depending on how successfully 
you have mastered life's trials, this could be a time of "icing on the cake". Just make sure 
the recipients of your "death blows" are the nasty loitering ghosts in your own psyche, 
not the people on the street whom these ghosts resemble. 

 
Apr 30, 2004  -  Mars Square Uranus 

This transit is not usually important except as a marker of temperament and minor 
strife. But at one of these periods some major break due to temperament - some sudden 
shift in the pace and direction of the life - is likely to occur. The individuality is suddenly 
awakened to broader horizons, greater worlds to conquer, and determined to shake off the 
shackles of restraint. In undisciplined persons this will mark periodic temperament, rages, 
rebellion and strife; also accidents and setbacks due to lack of nervous coordination. In 
normally disciplined individuals all but one or two of these periods should be 
comparatively inconspicuous. But the one or two may be memorable and probably 
nothing to be proud of. 

 
May 28, 2004  -  Mars Square Venus 

Social and romantic glamour leads to excesses, sometimes to strife, quarrels, 
separations. Minor loves and friendships break up, but important relations are merely 
strained; and indeed this frequently adds glamour to a deep love, intensifying its beauty. 
A break here, unless contributed to by some more important transit, is a sure index that 
the feeling wasn't very deep or important anyway. Avoid excess spending and stay away 
from temptation if you're interested in sticking to the conventions. 

 
Jun 11, 2004  -  Saturn Square Venus 

Experience finds its mark in your heart, and some home truths about emotional 
matters are impressed on you. This period is usually accompanied by separation or break, 
caused by circumstances or quarrels and followed by a maturing process that enables you 
to revise your emotions along more practicable lines. Disappointment in others or in 
yourself, or both, leads you toward a saner approach to human relations. In material 
matters, you are generally required to skimp to make both ends meet, or you may 
experience the loss of money or security. 

 
Jun 14, 2004  -  Mars Square Mercury 

Quick speech, thought and actions make strife and trouble. Be silent, cagey, 
noncommittal. The quick retort makes trouble. Wrong decisions often come in one of 
these periods, which recur about every six months and need careful watching. Sometimes 
the most casual remark results in a lasting grudge. Mountains (of trouble) grow out of 



molehills (of speech). It is best to be silent. 
 

Jun 23, 2004  -  Mars Square Sun 

Domestic matters are important. This transit frequently times a move from one house 
(or town or locality) to another, or some important decision in the private life. New starts 
work out if well considered and unmotivated by temperament. Social activity is 
increased; you have lots of friends around you. This is a good time to begin new ventures 
for quick completion, ventures which have a bearing on your longer-range plans. This is a 
good time to clean house, redecorate, etc. The home is likely to be upset, and it's wise to 
make the upsetting literal and to some good purpose, instead of figurative and 
quarrelsome.  

 
Jun 23, 2004  -  Mars Opposite Moon 

Fatigue leads to strife, so relax. There may be illness and you may lose your grip on 
things. Refuse to take yourself too seriously. Go to bed and rest instead of brooding; 
you'll avoid strife and trouble thereby. Force no issues. Energy may find its expression in 
some glamorous romance which may or may not be important, depending on other long-
range transits in force at the same time with this. 

 
Jul 11, 2004  -  Saturn Square Saturn 

This lower (waxing) square comes seven years after the Saturn-Saturn conjunction 
and should mark a period of achievement in line with the lessons learned seven years 
earlier. The choices made then, if wise, have led to accomplishment; a minor cycle has 
been completed; and you should be moving forward smoothly toward a point of 
maximum attainment to be reached in about another seven years. Some shift in method - 
but no change in basic direction - may be indicated here. Changes, both in the material 
world and in thinking, are important and should be related carefully to basic goals. Some 
temperament needs fighting down; the personal tends to intrude over the practical and 
must be put firmly back in its place.  

 
Jul 19, 2004  -  Mars Square Mars 

This transit indicates a period of hard work and abundant energies, which causes no 
trouble unless major disruptive influences are in force. There is a slight tendency to talk 
too much, boast and be arrogant, but the swiftness of the pace generally carries you 
through without major trouble. You should not let distractions interfere with plans you 
started when Mars was conjunct Mars on Feb 29, 2004. Protect health and nerves from 
excess; be objective and detached; and let reason rule the emotions. 

 
Aug 3, 2004  -  Mars Conjunct Jupiter 

Opportunities abound, and your energies are up to them. Optimism runs high, and you 
can be made to color, and perhaps prophesy, the life for a long time. Work is abundant 
and gratifying; you are popular and lucky. Be careful not to waste opportunities through 
trying to do too much at once; don't spend too much money, either, but make a point of 



saving. This ought to be a period of good income, which tends to make you openhanded 
and generous, perhaps to a fault. Keep your eyes and ears open; some of the best forward 
pushes of your life will come in these periods when circumstances combine to give you 
the rewards of work done in the past and to open up new doors for the future. 

 
Aug 11, 2004  -  Jupiter Conjunct Pluto 

This is a meeting of the Mentor and Transformation principles - perhaps a collision. 
Jupiter can inflate optimism to a bursting point. You are closer to walking on water - or at 
least trying - than ever before. You are also closer to the meaning of death. Take care you 
don't seek out death or becoming overly controlling of your destiny. This is a time to let 
things unfold somewhat at a distance. Jupiter is opportunity, and chances will come to 
you during this transit. This is a great time for study. You will have powers of 
concentration; use them to reach deeply into the ante-chamber of your soul. You will 
seek out knowledge above and beyond the call of duty of the class curriculum and ally 
yourself with people and books that will transform your attitudes forever. 

  

 
 


